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INDIGO SKY 8
David Wetzl
2008, eight vinyl prints, wooden shelves covered in plexi-glass, latex painted backdrop
EVOLUTION OF S.C.I.P., FROM YOUTHFUL FELINE SHAMAN TO TAICOOCO. C.E.O.
David Wetzl
2007, acrylic on wood panel, latex painted backdrop
Return to EVOLUTION OF S.C.I.P., FROM YOUTHFUL FELINE SHAMON TO TAICOOco C.E.O.
BIRTH OF TAICOOco
David Wetzl
2008, laminated digital print, mounted on dibond, ed. of 10
SUBTERRAINIAN GREENSKY
David Wetzel
2008, laminated digital print, mounted on dibond, ed. of 10
TRANS-CARBON PIECHART STILL LIFE
David Wetzl
2008, 3 digital prints, metal television cart with 3 shelves, wooden desktop drawing, 7 round wooden panels painted with acrylic
MODERNIST CONFESSIONAL
David Wetzl
2007, acrylic on 4 wood panels, 2 wooden objects, digital print on vinyl, latex painted backdrop
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